
Bearing Replacement Instructions 

There are eight bearings on your Extendo Bed.  Four are mounted to the bearing
mounts welded to the Anchor Frame, and four to the Cargo Frame.  (See sketch on
reverse side.)

Bearings #1, #2, #7 & #8 are the bearings most susceptible to breaking. 

If bearings #1 or #2, the "aft" bearings on the Anchor Frame are to be replaced,  this
can be done without unloading your cargo.  Simply extend the Cargo Frame until the
lock angle locks in the last position.  (Note, this is not full extension, but only to the
last lock position on the spring loaded lock rod.)  Place a solid brace under the
handle end of the Cargo Frame such as the forks of a forklift, a solid saw horse,
or something that can not shift.  Lift or shim the handle end of the Cargo Frame to
take the full load off the aft bearings of the Anchor Frame.  From the inside of the truck
bed, remove the bearing stops on the aft end of the Transfer Frame and push the
transfer frame off the bearings.  This will expose the bearing and mounts.  Remove the
snap ring (snap ring pliers work best, but it can be done with regular pliers and a screw
driver.)  Pull the broken bearing off, and replace the new bearing and snap ring.  Pull
the Transfer frame back over the bearings and replace the stop angles.

For removal of bearings #3, #4, #5, & #6, the forward bearings on the Anchor Frame,
and the aft bearings on the Cargo  Frame, the Extendo Bed should be unloaded.  The
bearing Stop Angles are removed and the Cargo Frame and Transfer frame can be
extended and removed, providing access to all the bearings.  Care must be taken to
replace the stops, including the direction of the bolts holding the stops in place, in the
same direction as originally installed.

If bearings #7 or #8, the "forward" bearings on the Cargo Frame are to be replaced, 
this can also be done without completely removing the Extendo Bed Cargo Frame. 
However, It is recommended the load on the unit be reduced as much as possible. 
Extend the Cargo Frame until the broken bearing is beyond the tail gate of the truck or
back of the vehicle.  Lock the unit at one of the lock positions.   This will be at about 50
to 75% extension.  Place a solid brace under the handle end of the Cargo Frame
such as a fork lift, or a solid saw horse, or something that can not shift. Lift or
shim the handle end of the Cargo Frame to take the full load off the forward bearings of
the Cargo Frame.  If possible, raise the end of the Cargo Frame so the back bearings
are in a bottom ride position.  From under the Extendo Bed, or from the inside of the
truck bed, push or pull the transfer frame off the bearings.  This will expose the bearing
and mounts.  Remove the snap ring, pull the broken bearing off, and replace the new
bearing and snap ring.  Pull the Transfer frame back over the bearings and replace the
stop angles.

For Questions, Call Extendo Bed at 1-800-752-0706
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Bearing Replacement:
If you know which bearing is broken,

remove the appropriate set of stop angles
and slide the section (s) out far enough to

expose the broken bearing - remove the snap
ring - remove whatever is left of the broken

bearing - install the replacement bearing and
the snap ring - slide the sections back together,

and re-install the stop angles
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DETAIL A 
SCALE 1 : 5

bolted on stop angles

DETAIL B 
SCALE 1 : 5

bolted on stop angles
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